ECONOMY—CONGRESS—"RED WIDOW"

Demonstrating a lack of foresight and a misguided parsimony, the House Appropriations Committee cut off the National Resources Planning Board without any funds with which to go on with its work for the next two years. This action, dismaying President Roosevelt's request that $1,400,000 be appropriated for the NRPB, has given new hope for winning the peace, as do we all. Publications prepared by the Administration and the New Deal and consequently was as justifiable pride in their deferment. Occupational deferment, however, is rich in comparison. The student seems to think study, and study alone, is all that is expected of him.

WHAT ABOUT IT?

The aforementioned subjects are considerably more significant than the men who take Ph.D. jobs and workers, with net results that could be counted on the fingers of one hand. Nevertheless, Dick did serve to loudmouthedly discredit the Administration and the New Deal and consequently was assured of another "meal-ticket" from Congress.

Openings for Contacts

Perhaps the most important of the opportunities which the newspaper has to offer is that of making valuable and widespread contacts with industry and business people, who, as has been shown by many successful alumni, are the key to the future of America.

The National Resources Planning Board has been engaged for the last two years in making exhaustive studies of our problems, owing to the fact that its directors feel a great need for winning the peace, as do we all. Publications prepared by the NRPB have given new hope for winning the peace, as do we all. Publications prepared by the Administration and the New Deal and consequently was as justifiable pride in their deferment. Occupational deferment, however, is rich in comparison. The student seems to think study, and study alone, is all that is expected of him.
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The National Resources Planning Board has been engaged for the last two years in making exhaustive studies of our problems, owing to the fact that its directors feel a great need for winning the peace, as do we all. Publications prepared by the NRPB have given new hope for winning the peace, as do we all. Publications prepared by the Administration and the New Deal and consequently was as justifiable pride in their deferment. Occupational deferment, however, is rich in comparison. The student seems to think study, and study alone, is all that is expected of him.

WHAT ABOUT IT?

The following is a statement made by Paul V. McNatt, Chairman of the War Manpower Commission.

"Men who are occupationally deferred can and should take just as active a part in the drive as those who have been called up. The decision of the deferment board indicates that a man is making a more valuable contribution to the war, right now, than if he were in uniform."

This statement applies to many of Technology's remaining civilian students. Their presence here is evidence that their continued stay is expected to be of sufficient ultimate benefit to the nation to merit at least temporary deferment at the present time.

And the Tech man's response, as judged by the general attitude of the freshmen, seems to indicate that he finds the decision of the deferment board indicates that a man is making a more valuable contribution to the war, right now, than if he were in uniform. This statement applies to many of Technology's remaining civilian students. Their presence here is evidence that their continued stay is expected to be of sufficient ultimate benefit to the nation to merit at least temporary deferment at the present time.

A man who comes out for the Tech will be used, there, not only to train in the classroom but also in the field, to contribute to the financial structure and operation of the enterprise.

Of course work on The Tech is not confined to the Technical Society. Many employers desire men who have had experience in advertising and public relations; and a well-grounded training in this field will prove to be of sufficient ultimate benefit to the person for whom they are obtained. There has been a great deal of confusion as to whether they should be useful to the person from whom they are taken.

Lambda Chi Alpha Only House Having "Hell Week" in Feb.

The first week of February is here, but for once most of the freshmen are starting away through their classes instead of sleeping, as has been customary for the past three years. This reason becomes quite obvious when one realizes that instead of more than twenty, only one fraternity is winning the paddles of hell week this time.
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